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One router per AS

In favour:In favour:

•• Large fraction of the observable AS-paths can still beLarge fraction of the observable AS-paths can still be

matched without having multiple routers [Maomatched without having multiple routers [Mao’’05]05]

•• Some policies seem to be defined on a perSome policies seem to be defined on a per

neighboring neighboring AS basis [GaoAS basis [Gao’’00, Subramanian00, Subramanian’’02]02]

Against:Against:

•• ASes do contain multiple routers and propagateASes do contain multiple routers and propagate

multiple pathsmultiple paths

•• With one router per AS one cannot explain 100% ofWith one router per AS one cannot explain 100% of

the observed pathsthe observed paths



Why would one want a more realistic model of theWhy would one want a more realistic model of the

Internet:Internet:

•• How does the traffic flow from one AS to another?How does the traffic flow from one AS to another?

•• What if topological change happens?What if topological change happens?

•• What if an AS changes its routing policies?What if an AS changes its routing policies?

For that we need to know:For that we need to know:

•• How routes propagate across the network?How routes propagate across the network?

•• Which policies are applied between ASes ?Which policies are applied between ASes ?

Long-term goal:Long-term goal: Infer how the real Internet works and be Infer how the real Internet works and be

able to predict it to some extent (what-if)able to predict it to some extent (what-if)

Shorter-term goal:Shorter-term goal: Learn how to build models that capture Learn how to build models that capture

some aspects of the macroscopic reality of the Internetsome aspects of the macroscopic reality of the Internet

Why another model of the Internet?
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DataData

•• Snapshot Snapshot of BGP data of BGP data from from more more than than 1,300 observation points (7001,300 observation points (700
ASes): ASes): widest coverage widest coverage of of the the Internet Internet ever usedever used!!

•• 300,000 300,000 prefixes prefixes (more (more specificsspecifics))

•• 4,730,222 unique AS 4,730,222 unique AS pathspaths

•• 21,178 ASes21,178 ASes

•• 58,903 58,903 AS-level edgesAS-level edges

•• Partitioning Partitioning of observation points of observation points into into trainingtraining  and and validationvalidation::

•• Training:Training:  randomly randomly select 2/3 of observation pointsselect 2/3 of observation points

•• Validation:Validation:  take the remaining take the remaining 1/3 of observation points1/3 of observation points

•• AS-level topology built from the AS-level topology built from the union of all union of all known AS-paths known AS-paths of of thethe
data (data (both both trainingtraining  and and validationvalidation))



TerminologyTerminology

•• Best match:Best match:  simulation selects a path that wassimulation selects a path that was
observed in realityobserved in reality

•• Pot. best match:Pot. best match:  simulation learns a path that was simulation learns a path that was 
observed in reality, but due to observed in reality, but due to 
random tie-break did not select random tie-break did not select 
this paththis path

•• RIB-In match:RIB-In match:  simulation learns a path that wassimulation learns a path that was
observed in reality, but did notobserved in reality, but did not
pick that path as bestpick that path as best

•• Not found:Not found: No router at the considered AS inNo router at the considered AS in
the simulation learns about thethe simulation learns about the

  path that was observed in realitypath that was observed in reality



ApproachApproach

•• Build a model of the data based on Build a model of the data based on trainingtraining
datasetdataset

•• This model must be 100% consistent withThis model must be 100% consistent with
observed AS paths from the observed AS paths from the trainingtraining dataset dataset
((100% best matches)100% best matches)

•• Look at how this model performs for Look at how this model performs for validationvalidation
dataset in terms of the matchesdataset in terms of the matches

Note:Note: removed paths from  removed paths from validationvalidation redundant with redundant with
those of those of trainingtraining



Reproducing observable paths

Premises:Premises:

•• Without policies, shortest paths are propagatedWithout policies, shortest paths are propagated
•• If a non-shortest path is observed, it meansIf a non-shortest path is observed, it means

some policy has been applied somewheresome policy has been applied somewhere
•• Only observable paths give us usable informationOnly observable paths give us usable information

about the AS-level topology and potential routingabout the AS-level topology and potential routing
policiespolicies

Goal:Goal:  Reproduce perfectly observed paths (Reproduce perfectly observed paths (trainingtraining
set) in the simulation modelset) in the simulation model



Simulation principles

•• Split AS,Split AS, if  if multiple pathsmultiple paths must be propagated must be propagated

•• Filter shortest paths,Filter shortest paths, if  if longer pathslonger paths must be must be
propagatedpropagated

•• Get rid of random decisions (Get rid of random decisions (lowest router-IDlowest router-ID),),
 when supporting information is available when supporting information is available



Initial state of model

prefix p

One router per AS and shortest paths are chosenOne router per AS and shortest paths are chosen



Splitting ASes

prefix p

Split AS into several Split AS into several ““quasi-routersquasi-routers”” when several when several
paths must be propagatedpaths must be propagated



How to propagate longer paths?

prefix p

Filter shorter paths when a longer path must beFilter shorter paths when a longer path must be
observedobserved

longer pathlonger path
routerrouter

shortershorter
path routerpath router



How to propagate longer path?

prefix p

Filter also on Filter also on ““egressegress””-part of shorter path router-part of shorter path router

longer pathlonger path
routerrouter

shortershorter
path routerpath router



Lowest Neighbor ID

Fix arbitrary decisions when several equal lengthFix arbitrary decisions when several equal length
simulated paths occursimulated paths occur

simsim..

obs.obs.

lowestlowest
neighbor IDneighbor ID

decisiondecision

prefix p
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Training dataset
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Iteration



Validation dataset

RIB-In
Best match

Iteration

Accuracy: 63% best matches - 94% RIB-In matches



Discussion

•• Our model achieves what it was supposed to on Our model achieves what it was supposed to on trainingtraining::
•• Literature cannot match (RIB-In) more than 87% of theLiterature cannot match (RIB-In) more than 87% of the

paths because of one router assumption and simplisticpaths because of one router assumption and simplistic
policiespolicies

•• Our model performs quite well on Our model performs quite well on validationvalidation::
•• 93% of the paths are propagated correctly, 63%93% of the paths are propagated correctly, 63%

correctly predictedcorrectly predicted
•• Only a single case of validation of AS-topology model inOnly a single case of validation of AS-topology model in

[Mao[Mao’’05] on 3 observation points05] on 3 observation points
•• We used more than 400 observation pointsWe used more than 400 observation points
•• We cannot compare our results to literature (we are theWe cannot compare our results to literature (we are the

reference now!)reference now!)



What’s next?

•• 63% of the paths in the validation dataset were correctly63% of the paths in the validation dataset were correctly
predictedpredicted

•• Reasons:Reasons:
•• Trained pTrained paths limit the choice we have to do to predictaths limit the choice we have to do to predict

validation pathsvalidation paths

•• We do not reverse engineer the actual Internet!We do not reverse engineer the actual Internet!

•• We do not know the real policies!We do not know the real policies!

•• We build simplest policies which are We build simplest policies which are consistentconsistent with our with our
observations.observations.

=> Agnosticism leads to better results than incorrect=> Agnosticism leads to better results than incorrect

assumptionsassumptions

=>=> To go further we need to add assumptions To go further we need to add assumptions

about how the real Internet might be workingabout how the real Internet might be working



Further work

•• Reverse-engineering actual policies:Reverse-engineering actual policies:
–– What is a What is a ““policypolicy””??
–– How do each AS define its policies?How do each AS define its policies?

•• Adding the time dimension:Adding the time dimension:
–– Current model relies on a snapshot of the BGP dataCurrent model relies on a snapshot of the BGP data
–– In practice BGP is converging for a subset of theIn practice BGP is converging for a subset of the

prefixes almost all the timeprefixes almost all the time
–– Our view of the topology has to include time dynamicsOur view of the topology has to include time dynamics

•• Actual diversity of the real Internet:Actual diversity of the real Internet:
–– How do observations sample the actual routing diversityHow do observations sample the actual routing diversity

of the real Internet?of the real Internet?
–– Our current model can check for Our current model can check for ““type 2type 2”” errors (when errors (when

model is wrong), not model is wrong), not ““type 1type 1”” ones ( ones (““mistakesmistakes”” in in
observed paths)observed paths)
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Conclusion

•• One router per AS is not good enough to modelOne router per AS is not good enough to model
the Internet seen from multiple vantage pointsthe Internet seen from multiple vantage points

•• Proposed a first Proposed a first agnosticagnostic model that perfectly model that perfectly
reproduces observationsreproduces observations

•• Model also predicts well data from Model also predicts well data from validationvalidation
datasetdataset

•• Answering what-if questions requires going beyondAnswering what-if questions requires going beyond
agnosticismagnosticism
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